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ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

1. Write a paragraph on the topic ‘Water Conservation’.      5
2. Imagine your friend got first prize in elocution competition.

Write a letter to your friend congratulating him on the
success in the competition.      5

GRAMMAR
3. Rearrange the words to make a complete sentence.    1
a) went / we / a / for / picnic / week / last
b) seven / are / continents / the / in / world / there
4. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’.      1
a) My uncle is ____ eye specialist.
b) I had ___ sandwitch for breakfast.
5. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of adjectives.   2
a) Shyam is the ______ (taller / tallest) boy in the class.
b) Earth is the ______ (more beautiful / most beautiful) planet.
6. Write countable or uncountable for the underlined

words.      1
a) My sister has thick and long hair.
b) I spilled some water on the table.

SPELLING
7. Fill in the missing letters.      5
a) s__i__k b) di__g__ace c) c__ck__ed
d) dw__ll__ng e) f__ct__ry
8. Choose the correct spelling.      5
a) success saccess seccuss
b) gallap gallup gallop
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c) disappear disapper disapear
d) importent  important importand
e) awkward aukward awkwerd

VOCABULARY
9. Write antonyms.      2
a) pure b) wide c) reap d) quiet
10. Give one word.      3
a) someone who plays tricks on people.
b) a small room for storing food.
c) a mixture of rain and snow.
11. Choose the correct answers.      3
a) Someone who makes garments and alter garments is a

________. (tailor, weaver)
b) A person who operates on the sick is a _______.

(chemist, surgeon)
c) A person who presents arguments in a court of law is an

________. (engineer, advocate)
12. Complete the sentences.      2
a) The (litter / team) of players ran out to the field.
b) A (school / herd) of fish was dancing in the stream.

LITERATURE
13. Who said these words.      2
a) “We can ask for donations”.
b) “You are a very good ventriloquist”.
14. Complete the following sentences.      2
a) The stranger got upset because Rishi ____________.
b) Nisha and her friends wanted their school to _________.
15. Answer these questions.
a) How was the stream  saved at the end?      1
b) Who goes riding by?      1
c) Where did Manza live? In which continent was the village

located?      2
d) Where did the stranger think that Rishi was going? Why?    2
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HANDWRITING
16. The Ramayana is an ancient Sanskrit epic about Rama. It

is one of the two most important ancient epics of India. The
epic was originally written by Sage Valmiki. The book has
about 96,000 verses and is divided into seven parts. The
story of the Ramayana is about Prince Rama, who has
been exiled from his kingdomof Ayodhya. He goes on to
kill the evil demon King Ravana of Lanka in a long battle.   5


